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Action romance anime where they get together

[Anime Action and Romance] [+] Cross Ange [Action, Sci-Fi, Mecha, Romance] [25eps] [+] Romance begins about 1/3 of the way through. There's some Yuri among the side characters. MC kisses many times and the sex is very clearly implied but not shown. Overall the plot is unique and unpredictable and is personally
one of my favorite anime. Another great original creation by Sunrise. If you like Code Geass then you will love this. [+] Sword Art Online [Action, Adventure, Fantasy, Game, Romance][49eps, movies and specials] [+] Romance started quite early and was a strong focus for some episodes, but it was a bit almost forgotten
for the rest of seasons one and two, which was a bit disappointing. But, it's definitely all over the thing and it's a pretty good watch for fans of newer anime. [+] BTOOOM, WHAT'S GOING ON? [Action, Sci-Fi, Psychological, Romance] [12eps] [+] A good anime, romance develops about halfway through. It's unfortunate
that it won't get a second season. It's also a survival anime if you like those things. Highly recommend manga if you're serious about finding out what happens next. But even then, this manga has been going on for YEARS and goes very slow which is very embarrassing, because it's really something different. [+] Mahou
Sensou [Action, Fantasy, Magic, Romance] [12eps] [+] There must have been romance, but the whole anime was ruined by the ending. To be honest, it went really well and would have been very popular if the end of the story hadn't happened. Even after reading this, you risk watching it. If you don't mind a really terrible
ending then I guess you could try anime. [+] Rakudai Kishi no Cavalry [Action, Romance, Ecchi, Magic][12eps] [+] Straight up, this anime has a lot of action and a very early romance. This may be exactly what some of you are looking for. The MC got together in episode 4 and their relationship got serious a few episodes
later. In the last few episodes, MC really struggled to save his girlfriend and it was very funny, definitely worth watching. Seriously hope the second season comes out. [+] Kiseijuu: Sei no Kakuritsu [Action, Sci-Fi, Psychological, Horror, Romance] [+] Romance was never the main focus, but it was obvious. It focuses more
on horror and survival elements, so don't go watch this anime expecting a long three-minute intimate kissing scene, but go expect some light but clear romance to balance the gorgeous gory nature of the anime. [+] Sousei no Omnyouji [Action, Magic, Supernatural, Romance] [50eps] [+] Classic girl falling from the sky
cliché and one of my personal best. Again, the anime's main focus is heavily on the plot, but there to balance the mood. MC kisses in the last few episodes and unfortunately there wasn't much romance live during the show, it was more than MC feeling embarrassed and cute when when together. However, it's obvious
that they like each other and you won't find a show this long like this, so I highly recommend it. [+] Shakugan no Shana [Action, Drama, Fantasy, Supernatural, Romance, School] [76eps, specials and spin-offs] [+] If you are looking for a very long anime then there you have it. But I'm not going to watch it expect a heavy
romance. This was implied in the first two seasons when mc fought between 'Shana' and her childhood friend. The final half of the third season is where it is! MC kiss on one of the last few episodes, can not remember which one. [+] Tokyo Ravens [Action, Superpower, Comedy, School, Romance] [24eps] [+] Loved this
anime, was one of the first I watched. Romance is not the main focus but MC shared feelings and kisses in the last few episodes. It's a romance between cousins btw. I don't mind at all and it's not taboo in Japan so I don't see the problem, but obviously, not everyone shares the same view with me, so don't watch it if
you don't really like incest. [+] Sma Of the Dead [Action, Horror, Supernatural, Ecchi] [12eps] [+] Looking back now I don't think I'd want this anime if I watched it again for the reasons I'll explain below, but first some info. There is a clear romance and ecchi plan, so if you are superficial as you try it, but here are some
reasons I wouldn't recommend this anime. Mc likes that girl, but honestly, she's a. There are also other girls who like MC and at one point MC gets 'intimate' with him as well, so MC is also not so great from a guy. Breasts bounce more than basketballs and they are bigger than their heads. There's nothing wrong with that
if you're an ecchi lover, but all these stupid fanservice justs DON'T WORK with deep anime themes and horror. I don't know if mangaka tried to send a different message, but I think she failed. So yeh, if you're desperate for a romantic anime instead of trying it, but I'm going to seriously leave this at the end of your list.
Fortunately, the anime did not get a second season and the manga was discontinued due to a law in Japan that halted post-apocalyptic anime production after several earthquakes and tsunamis claimed lives. The law no longer applies but the author of HoTD has shown no interest in continuing the series. I'd rather
watch Twilight than this. [+] Code Geass: Hangyaku no Lelouch [Action, Mecha, Military, Superpower, Romance, School] [50eps, upcoming seasons and movies] [+] This is the definition of a masterpiece. Romance is definitely not the main focus but the relationship between MC and MC 'third' developed strongly in
season two. This anime very tragic, so I'm not going to go watch this happy story. No, MC isn't dead, but a lot of side characters die and it's honestly sad. Especially certain deaths in the season This anime reflects human relationships and how far the world is ridden by crime, poverty, and oppression. It's set in the same
era of time as THE politics very similar to the relationships of today's world. SPOILER LIGHT-ISH - Contrary to what I just said, MC is indeed dead, but the upcoming season is titled Code Geass: Fukkatsu no Lelouch, which means Lelouch's Resurrection, which obviously means he'll come back to life anyway. [+] Higashi
no Eden [Action, Sci-Fi, Mystery, Romance, Thriller, Comedy] [11eps, movies] [+] One of the most unique anime plots ever. Romance is not the main focus in anime series, but there are many in movies. MC also shared some really lovely kisses. However, do not think that this is all light-hearted, it becomes very dark at
certain times, but do not let it stop you from watching it. [+] Hakuouki [Action, Historical, Romance] Drama, Romance, Samurai] [34eps, side-stories, and movies] [+] The first historical drama on this list, and a brilliant one! The main focus is not romance, but when the theme turns more romantic it's amazing. Mc's kiss
once or twice is very dramatic. Did I mention drama? There's a lot of drama if you like those things. Personally, I feel it's a great anime worth watching, but I wouldn't consider it a favorite. [+] Shinsekai Yori [Sci-Fi, Mystery, Supernatural, Horror, Romance, Drama] [25eps] [+] Pathetic. As. The anime is very slow and
boring for the first 12 episodes, but this is just to scare the living sh**s out of you during the second half. There's a lot of romance all over, but seriously I've warned you, it's SAD. Despite having a generally happy ending, you are still traumatized by what you have seen in the anime. Don't watch this if you're already sad,
because I would really be worried for your well-being if you watch this. I'll warn you again - d-e-p-r-e-s-s-i-n-g. [+] Busou Renkin [Action, Fantasy, Supernatural, Romance][26eps] [+] If you're looking for short and sweet versions of shows like Naruto and DBZ, then this is what you should watch. Common styles and
themes bring out nuances very similar to the show. I can't really explain it in words so you have to watch it to understand. It's kind of like a 'hero always wins' feeling. Overall the anime is brilliant and a lot of romance. Kiss the MC at some point in the second half while saying some romantic things. Seriously need more
recognition and THE OPENING IS CATCHY AS HELL! Also, the ending is very happy. If you want to stay in a happy mood then watch this instead of Shinsekai Yori. [+] Campione! [Comedy, Ecchi, Harem, Magic, Romance] [13eps] [+] This the kind of anime that makes you laugh when you are reminded because you
really enjoy the show, but not one of the anime you really like when you argue about what is best best Is. Overall, Campione! light-hearted and MC must kiss the girls to activate his power. But, in the end, she chose a girl in a very intimate and long kissing session. [+] Zetsuen no Tempest [Action, Mystery, Psychological,
Drama, Magic, Fantasy, Romance] [+] Do you have an anime you like because of the amazing animations? Then it's time you had one for a really beautiful dialogue. The whole anime is inspired by Shakespeare's The Tempest, but with the addition of modern elements and extras. We all know the MC of anime is known
for their superpowers outside the world and crazy abilities, but what happens when you get a really ordinary boy and give him the power of words? This is zetsuen no Tempest. There was a lot of romance and it was the most unique anime I've ever seen. If you are an easy person to get bored do not watch this, because
there is a long exchange of dialogue, but if you are willing to do all the readings, you will find one beautifully narrated anime. [+] Eureka Seven [Sci-Fi, Adventure, Romance, Drama, Mecha] [74eps, movies and spin-offs] [+] The show has won numerous awards and is definitely recognized by most fans. Mc's relationship
develops throughout the anime and they eventually share a kiss. The anime is light but can sometimes get very emotional. Overall a nice and sweet anime. [+] Kyoukai no Kanata [Supernatural, Fantasy] [12 Episodes + Movie sequel + Special prequel] [+] Romance is always a beginner from the beginning as they interact
and all the characters are fun to watch with their interactions with each other. It has a bigger plot aside from the early life-ish pieces that keep it sinking and for romance you can see them getting closer at the top of the course. No kisses but at the end of the film, they're together. [+] Twilight Girl Amnesia [Horror, Mystery,
Romance, School, Supernatural] [12 Episodes] [+] Even this has a funny beginning where you see the character first and then dwell in the horror/mystery section. It's small so there's nothing rushed and it's very interesting to get you watching and a lot of development between MC's. They kissed at the end and together
[+] Charlotte [Drama, School, Super Power][13 Episodes] [+] Romance developed quite late, as towards the end. It's actually very distracted but there's a clear recognition and they get together so I guess it can count. This romance is not very integral to the story but you can see them getting together well throughout the
series so there is nothing there that expects much focus on it [+] Inuyasha [Action, Adventure, Comedy, Devil, Fantasy, Romance, Shounen, Supernatural] [167 + 26 Episodes] [+] It's actually very clichéd and a lot unnecessary With a love triangle and all that. It has a good amount of romance tho, it even has a side which
is also funny and fun to watch. The main couple got together in the end, both couples got married I think because they didn't have time during the series because the main focus was on them fighting the devil. Just a warning, it's very dragged, the plot and everything as you can see the number of episodes but if you don't
mind that kind of shounen then go for it. [+] Zero no Tsukaima [Action, Adventure, Harem, Comedy, Magic, Romance, Ecchi, Fantasy, School] [13+12+12+12 Episodes] [+] I have to start by saying that this has one of the most annoying Tsundere ever. So if you don't like tsundere girls you have to steer clear. It also has
an annoying Harem to add to it. As for romance, there are many developments despite how she is. They are even married, so have everything in the romantic development department. So you can try it if you want, my opinion is my own opinion you can check it out for yourself. [+] Steins; Gate [Sci-Fi, Thriller] [24
Episodes + Movie sequel] [+] Although without action, the show definitely deserves a place on this list. It's an amazing series that reflects him being in the top 5. Along with having a deep plot it also gets them closer throughout the series and they also kiss in the series. So there's everything you can ask for. [+] Rurouni
Kenshin [Action, Adventure, Comedy, Samurai, Historical, Romance] [+] An epic samurai masterpiece. This anime has everything - love, hatred, friendship, revenge - you name it. A real tear jerker and one of the saddest but endearing endings of all time. [+] [url=myanimelist.net/anime/35849/Darling_in_the_FranXX]
Darling in the FranXX[/url] [Mecha, Sci-Fi, Romance][24eps] [+] This romance clearly appears in the first few episodes, with one of the girls showing obvious jealousy when MC is with another girl. In the distant future some children train for robot pilots, in pairs (one boy and one girl), the main kun-character cannot pilot for
some unknown reason, until some girl with horns is her partner. [+] [url= Angel Beats[/url] [Action, Comedy, Drama, School, Supernatural, Romance] [13eps] [+] Romance is not the main focus but there is romance between two couples. Both consist of confessional love. The story ends on a bitter note though. [+] Dragon
Crisis! [Action, Magic, Romance, School, Seinen, Supernatural] [12eps] [+] A man finds a dragon girl. It consists of romance and confession of love. Happy ending. [+] Shuumatsu Nani Shitemasu ka? Isogashii desu ka? Sukutte Moratte Ii desu ka? [Sci-Fi, Drama, Romance, Fantasy] [12eps] [+] A very tragic anime.
Romance between the lead actor. Confession confirmed. It's a sad ending though. [+] Fate/stay night (original) [Action, Supernatural, Magic, Romance, Fantasy] [24eps] [+] An average high school kid engages in a war for the Holy Grail when he accidentally calls a maid who will He's been around the war. Focusing on
destiny's route. Romance between Master and Servant. Don't worry, there's a confession of love. But anime has a bittersweet ending... VN adds (a happier but sadder ending at the same time) a True End for Masters and Servants. [+] Fate/night stay: Unlimited Blade Works (anime 2014) [Action, Supernatural, Magic,
Fantasy] [24eps] [+] Same as above but this time following the Unlimited Blade Works route, where there is a romance between Master and Master instead. Compared to the original, the original route (Fate) has more romance because it is more action-oriented. Confessional love and anime have a happy ending for
couples. [+] Shingeki no Bahamut: Virgin Soul [Action, Adventure, Demons, Supernatural, Magic, Fantasy] [+] It's about a girl who travels to the capital, where there are a lot of social problems. Also, there's a dragon. There must be romantic developments and play a key role in the plot. [+] Baby Steps [Sports, Shounen,
School, Romance][25eps] [+] Baby Steps is the story of a boy who utilizes his hardworking and perfectionist nature to develop his own unique style of play. Little by little, Eiichirou's abilities began to improve, and he hoped to stand on the same footing as tennis's best players. [+] Ookami to Koushinryou [Adventure,
Fantasy, Historical, Romance][13eps] [+] Ookami to Koushinryou, also known as Spice and Wolf, brings together two genres of economics and polar romance to create captivating stories galore with elaborate schemes, sharp humor, and witty dialogue. Ookami to Koushinryou is more than just a story about barter; It
turns into a journey to find a lost identity in a changing world. World.
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